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About Us:
Make Sense of the World of Rapid Prototyping
Bewildered by the many technologies available today for rapid prototyping? You’re
not alone. Without an apples-to-apples comparison, it is hard to know which will
work best for you. Explore the section below to see with your own eyes how they
compare with one another. You may just be surprised at what you find!
Technology
Quality rapid prototyping demands the latest technology, managed by tight process
controls. At FineLine, we pioneered this approach and built it into our culture. Our
equipment is state-of-the-art and rigorously maintained to perform like new with
every build. Orchestrating it all, our trained staff produces your parts according to
carefully honed procedures.
Service
While computers ultimately produce the parts, it takes a human’s expertise to
ensure that the output will be up to our standards. Our Quoting staff is among our
most experienced technologists, and they interface with you so that there are no
surprises.
Whether you upload your data to our automated online quoter or send it to us for
manual quoting, our staff carefully reviews every part and sets up your job for
success. The end goal is a smiling customer as you open the box.
Value
At the prototyping stage, you want to evaluate your design, not our parts. We know
that, so we strive to give you accurate parts right out of the box. The less time you
spend measuring and fixing prototypes, the more you spend getting to that awardwinning design.
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